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Electromagnetic bandgap structures are considered a viable solution for the problemof switching noise in printed circuit boards and
packages. Less attention, however, has been given to whether or not the introduction of EBGs affects the EMI potential of the circuit
to couple unwanted energy to neighboring layers or interconnects. In this paper, we show that the bandgap of EBG structures, as
generated using the Brillouin diagram, does not necessarily correspond to the suppression bandwidth typically generated using S-
parameters.We show that the reactive near fields radiating fromopeningswithin the EBG layers can be substantial and are present in
the entire frequency band including propagating and nonpropagating mode regions.These fields decay fast with distance; however,
they can couple significant energy to adjacent layers and to signal lines.Thefindings are validated using full-wave three-dimensional
numerical simulation. Based on this work, design guidelines for EBG structures can be drawn to insure not only suppression of
switching noise but also minimization of EMI and insuring signal integrity.

1. Introduction

The interests to implement electromagnetic bandgap (EBG)
structures as a viable solution to reduce electromagnetic
interference (EMI) and control switching noise are increas-
ing. However, the size of EBG structures and space restriction
on packages pose a challenge. Fortunately, new advanced
materials recently producedwhen combinedwith EBG struc-
tures present possible solutions to the persisting bottlenecks.
Amongst newly developed materials are those with very high
relative permittivity (above 100). In industrial circles, these
materials are typically referred to as high-k materials. In
fact, the use of high-k materials in multilayer technologies
including printed circuit board (PCB) and low temperature
cofired ceramic (LTCC) is becoming popular [1].

In recent work, miniaturized planar EBG structures
were designed using high-k materials and were introduced
as a highly effective mechanism for suppressing switching
noise in high speed integrated printed circuit boards and
packages [2–4]. The potential and advantages of adapting
these new designs were discussed and validated using numer-
ical full-wave three-dimensional electromagnetic simulators.

The assessment of attenuation loss between two ports within a
board/package parallel layers showed that the EBGpatterning
of the layer creates a very wide suppression band. However,
later studies in [5] showed that the extracted dispersion
diagrams for the unit cell of infinite one-dimensional EBG
array based on an equivalent circuit model and numerical
simulation demonstrated the presence of propagating modes
within the suppression band. Such interesting findings raise
important questions. What happens to the energy of these
modes and why the magnitude of insertion loss when
calculated or measured between two ports does not show
such modes?

In [6], we presented preliminary results that discussed
discrepancies between an effective suppression band, as
obtained from 𝑆-parameters, and a bandgap, as obtained from
Brillouin diagram for two-dimensional (2D) EBG structures.
In [6], we discussed the potential of radiation from EBG
structures at frequencies corresponding to those of higher
order slowmodes existing in the suppression band by assum-
ing negligible material losses in the EBG patterned parallel
planes. In [7], near-field measurements for FR4-based planar
EBG structures, which are excited through a source driving
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propagating modes between EBG planes, showed radiations
to surrounding environment. The work in [7], however, did
not present any analysis of the far field radiation. Radiation
from EBGs, which are bandstop filters in their bandgaps, is
naturally undesired. Such radiation can be detrimental to the
surrounding devices. Therefore, a thorough study is needed
to predict the frequency band where radiation takes place
and to provide a validation for such prediction. Such study
can answer the question if an effective suppression band or
bandgap is sufficient for a particular application.

In this paper, we show that material losses are not negligi-
ble as was assumed in [6]. Based on this new understanding,
the differences between a suppression band and the EBG
bandgap are addressed. We analyze the power loss and
power transfer between two points in the presence of EBG
structures. This analysis provides a better understanding of
the mechanism of radiation from EBG patterned parallel
planes within and outside the bandgap regions. We con-
clude with preliminary design guidelines for EBG structures
that achieves not only switching noise suppression but also
reduced emissions and good signal integrity.

We emphasize that this study is concerned with the
electromagnetic noise produced by simultaneous switching
noise which primarily affects the power distribution network.
Switching noise is produced by fast switching CMOS devices.
This switching is typically and effectively modeled as a
current source between two reference planes (see [8–12] and
references therein). Different types of interference arise due
to signal routing above reference planes that might be EBG
patterned as in [9]. While we acknowledge the importance
of understanding the radiation due to the placement of such
traces, this study is concernedwith interference and radiation
caused by switching noise.

2. Characterization of EBG Structure

As a test case for this study, we consider a planar EBG
structure consisting of two planar metallic parallel plates.
On the first layer, the EBG patches connected with meander
lines are etched while the second layer is plain solid. A very
thin layer of high-k substrate is sandwiched between the two
metallic layers. The metal layers are assumed to be perfect
electric conductors (PEC) as metallic loss is negligible over
the frequency range used in this study. The top view of
the 2D array of periodic planar EBG structures is shown
in Figure 1(a). This structure was introduced in [2] and
incorporated in package design in [3, 4]. We emphasize
that this structure was selected merely as an example of a
planar EBGpower plane as the analysis presented here applies
equally to other planar structures.

To characterize the behaviour of the wave as it propagates
through the structure, we assume a propagation constant
of �⃗� = 𝑘

𝑥
𝑥 + 𝑘

𝑦
𝑦. The computational domain and the

boundary setup for extracting the dispersion diagram for
the EBG unit cell are shown in Figure 1(b) [13, 14]. Periodic
boundary condition (PBC) mimics the periodicity in the
infinite 2D array and an absorbing boundary condition or
a perfectly matched layer (PML) on the top wall resembles

the free space termination.The full-wave numerical simulator
Ansoft HFSS [15] is used to analyse the 2D propagating and
nonpropagating modes on the irreducible Brillouin diagram
[16] which is shown in Figure 1(c). The top view of this unit
cell is shown in Figure 1(d).

For comparison purposes, we follow our earlier work on
the same EBG sample as presented in [3, 4]. The EBG sample
is defined by the following design parameters: square patch
width 𝑃

𝑊
= 1.6mm, meander-arm length𝑀

𝐿
= 1.6mm, me-

ander-gap length𝑀
𝐺
= 0.02mm,meander-strip width𝑀

𝑊
=

0.02mm, dielectric thickness ℎ = 114.3 𝜇m, and dielectric
relative permittivity 𝜀

𝑟
= 140 and loss tangent tan 𝛿 = 0.0015.

Figure 2 shows the dispersion data points of the first four
propagating modes extracted numerically for this structure.
The dispersion curves of periodic structures show several
extrema or points of zero-group velocity along the propa-
gating bands, particularly, at the center or edge of Brillouin
zone. The dispersion diagram in Figure 2 also shows the
bandgap frequency regions confined by propagating modes
at the bottom and the top frequency edges, at the extrema
points.Thismeans that the propagatingmodes change to slow
modes at the bandgap edges. This can be analysed by careful
consideration of the group velocity defined by V−1

𝑔
= 𝜕𝛽/𝜕𝜔.

Figure 3 shows the group velocity diagrams correspond-
ing to the dispersion curves in Figure 2 for the regions
of the irreducible Brillouin zone, that is, Γ–X, X–M, and
M–Γ. We note here that the group velocity graphs were
obtained by using polynomials that approximate the data
generated for the dispersion diagrams and then performing
the differentiation as stipulated by the definition of the
group velocity. The fitted polynomials, which estimate the
dispersion relation in each region of the irreducible Brillouin
zone but not very close to its center or edges, are also plotted
in Figure 2. The light line plotted in each region defines the
wave numbers for the plane wave travelling through the host
medium. Notice that the group velocity of the propagating
modes that are close to the edges of bandgap is more than
10 times slower than the velocity of light in the dielectric
medium which is equal to 25.36Mm/s. Moreover, each of the
higher order propagating modes (including the second, the
third, and the forthmodeswhich are shown in the figure) over
the frequency range of propagation is a slow wave.

The dispersion diagrams or the group velocity diagrams
generated for the EBG sample show that the first bandgap is
located between 1.9GHz and 4GHz and the second bandgap
falls between 4.5GHz and 5.4GHz. However, the 20-dB
suppression band for this sample, which is extracted from the
transferred power between two ports (as represented by the
𝑆
21

parameter) using the setup shown in Figure 4, extends
from 2.77GHz to 10.67GHz. Figure 5 shows the magnitude
of 𝑆
21

for the EBG patterned parallel planes and the corre-
sponding solid parallel planes as a reference case. Clearly, the
frequency range for the suppression band is different from
the bandgap frequency ranges. Also, the suppression band
consists of few bandgaps and few higher order propagating-
modes which are partially shown in Figure 2.

The following reasons are provided to explain the differ-
ence between the locations of the two extracted bands. First,
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Figure 1: (a) Top view of 2D periodic planar EBG structures made of patch and two-turn meander lines. (b) Computational setup used
to extract the dispersion diagram of the EBG-unit cell in infinite array. The appropriate boundaries are shown in the setup. (c) Irreducible
Brillouin zone triangle. (d) Top view of the unit cell.

the dispersion diagram is extracted for an ideal case where
the array of periodic EBG structures is infinite, whereas, the
suppression band is extracted for a finite number of EBG
structures. In the numerical measurement setup provided
in Figure 4, two ports are separated by only 4 unit cells of
EBGs. One can also expect radiation to the surrounding
environment andmultiple reflections due to the discontinuity
in the structure. Second, within the bandgap, evanescent

modes exist with limited attenuations per unit-cell length.
The infinite number of EBG cells in the infinite array con-
tributes to infinite-attenuation level in each bandgap. In other
words, it is possible not to obtain even limited suppression
level (say of 20 dB) by applying only a few numbers of EBG
cells. Third, a bandgap implies the absence of propagating
modes, whereas, a suppression band does not necessarily
imply the absence of propagating modes. More specifically,
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Figure 2: Dispersion diagram of the planar EBG structure shown
in Figure 1 and light lines in dielectric. Four sets of data points
showing the first four propagating modes are extracted numerically
using HFSS. The curves fitted to these sets of data are plotted in the
diagram.The design parameters of the EBG are:𝑃

𝑊
= 1.6mm,𝑀

𝑊
=

0.02mm,𝑀
𝐿
= 1.6mm,𝑀

𝐺
= 0.02mm, ℎ = 114.3𝜇m, 𝜀

𝑟
= 140, and

tan 𝛿 = 0.0015.

a suppression band implies the absence of power transfer. In
other words, in the suppression band the level of transferred
power between two ports which is either through evanescent
modes or propagating modes is reduced due to the presence
of the EBG structures.

These facts explain the difference between the start
frequencies of the suppression band and the first bandgap.

3. Power Loss Analysis

The first explanation that comes to mind to explain the
incompatibility between the suppression band and the
bandgap is radiation loss through the slits (openings between
EBG patches) and edges of the board. Another explanation
is that higher order modes become severely attenuated after
propagation in the EBG structures due to the dielectric loss.
The total normalized power loss is quantified by 1 −|𝑆

11
|
2

−

|𝑆
21
|
2, where all power quantities are normalized. The two

power loss possibilities are analysed separately.
Assuming the material power losses to be negligible
𝑃LM ≈ 0, then the radiation power loss, with good approxima-
tion, is computed by 1−|𝑆

11
|
2

−|𝑆
21
|
2. Our objective is to inves-

tigate the hypothesis of radiation from the openings of EBG
structures to surrounding environment at frequencies com-
patible to higher-order propagating modes. It is possible that
the slow modes, including higher order modes and modes at
the edges of suppression band, increase the radiation of the
overall structure. The radiation power loss is calculated for
the planar EBG structures using the 𝑆-parameters extracted

from the setup shown in Figure 4. For comparison purpose,
the radiation power loss is also computed for the solid parallel
planes with the same dimensions and the port locations as the
EBGpatternedparallel planes. Recall that solid parallel planes
radiate power from the edges of the board. Such radiation is
enhanced at the resonant frequencies of parallel planes.

The radiation power loss parameters of the EBGpatterned
parallel planes and that of the corresponding reference case
are shown in Figure 6, where the 20-dB suppression band of
the EBG structure corresponding to 2.77GHz–10.67GHz, as
directly obtained from Figure 5, is also marked. Comparison
between the loss graphs in the effective frequency band of
EBG shows that EBG patterning strongly decreases the local
peaks of radiation loss except at very fewhighly isolated peaks
where the power loss increases in comparison to the power
plane with solid layers. This means that EBG patterning
not only suppresses switching noise but also reduces, for
most of the frequency band, emissions to the surrounding
environment. Interesting and important observations are in
order.

Outside the effective suppression band, especially close
to the edges of this band, the radiation loss from the EBG
patterned parallel planes increases. The radiation power loss
diagram shows that several peaks are densely concentrated
at the edges of suppression band. In addition, within the sup-
pression band region, there are few highly isolated local peaks
that have substantial amplitude. Comparing the frequency
bands of these peaks with the frequency bands of the slow
propagating modes in the dispersion diagram presented in
Figure 2 (or the group velocity diagram given in Figure 3)
shows strong correspondence between the two. A few of
these in-band peaks are marked as slow modes in Figure 6.
Of course, one can argue from the circuit point of view
that patterning the package layer increases the inductance
of the planes; therefore, the package layer resonates at
different frequencies which are shifted to lower frequency
regimes compared to the resonances of solid package. At
the new resonance frequencies, the radiation potential of the
board increases. In the bandgaps, the radiation power losses
are negligible. This is consistent with the theory of planar
bandstop filter design. Study of other examples of planar
EBGs showed similar behavior [17].

Figure 7 shows the graphs of average radiated power from
EBG-patterned parallel plane setup and the reference solid
parallel plane setup. This is the amount of total real power
exiting from the structure through the radiation boundary
in the computational domain and it is computed based on
the integration of Poynting vector on the radiation boundary
surface [18].The results clearly indicate that the total radiated
real power for the EBG plane compared to the case with
a solid plane, in the suppression band, is on the average
decreased. In the bandgaps, the reduction in the radiated
power is profound. Notice that the scale of power shows that
in general the radiated power from the EBG structure is very
small; thus, the proposition that the slow waves (at the edges
of the bandgap) cause appreciable radiation is not valid. This
leaves us with the conclusion that the power loss is mainly
due to the material losses in the boards. This implies that
the assumption of negligible material losses is not accurate,
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Figure 3: Group velocity V
𝑔
of the propagating modes of the EBG sample in irreducible Brillouin zone. The V

𝑔
graphs are obtained from the

propagating-mode-polynomial fits presented in Figure 2.

Port 1
Port 2

Figure 4: Setup used to extract the suppression band and the power
loss parameter of EBG structures. The port locations are shown in
the figure.

implying that the results presented in Figure 6, including the
in-band peaks and the peaks at the edges of the suppression
band, show the total power mainly lost inside the parallel-
plate boards.

The material or dielectric power loss inside the parallel-
plane setup is calculated by [18]

𝑃LM =
𝜔

2
∫
𝑉

𝜀


�⃗�


2

𝑑V, (1)
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the EBG-patterned parallel planes as shown in Figure 4 and (ii)
the corresponding solid parallel planes as a reference. The EBG
structures defined in the caption of Figure 2.
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where the imaginary part of dielectric permittivity is defined
by 𝜀 = 𝜀 tan 𝛿. 𝜀 is the real part of dielectric permittivity.
The power loss density diagrams inside the EBG-patterned
setup for three different frequencies including 2GHz, which
samples the first propagating mode region, 3.5 GHz, which
samples the first bandgap, and 4.5GHz, which samples the
second propagating mode region, are shown in Figures
8(a)–8(c), respectively. (The mode charts were presented in
Figure 2.) For field computations, only one port is excited. In
our case, this active transmitting port is the right one labeled
as Port 2. The other port acts as a receiver. Figure 8(a) shows
that the power of first propagating mode (2GHz) dissipates
within the entire setup due to thematerial losses. Based on the
colour scale presented, this loss is considerable everywhere
in the setup. Figure 8(b) clearly shows that, for evanescent

nonpropagating modes inside the bandgap, the material
power loss is localized only around the active transmitting
port. Figure 8(c) shows that, for a higher-order propagating
mode (4.5 GHz) in the suppression band, the material power
loss is localized around the active port mainly underneath of
two sets ofmeander lines adjacent to this port.The power loss
decreases very quick with distance from the active port.

The material power losses for the EBG-patterned parallel
planes and for the solid parallel planes (while one port is
used as the excitation and the other port is the receiver) are
computed and shown in Figure 9. Due to the symmetry of the
open lossy two-port system, the power loss inside the setup is
the same independent of which port is excited. The results
confirm that the material power loss is quite large specifically
in the frequency regions corresponding to local peaks shown
in Figure 6. Hence, at the slow propagating mode frequency
regions, the power is mostly dissipated in the material.

The suppression band and results of Figure 5 showed that
several of higher-order modes which fall in the suppression
band (such as the second, the third, and the forth modes
presented in dispersion diagrams) are not detectable in 𝑆-
parameters calculations. However, when plotting thematerial
power loss over the entire frequency range of interest, as
shown in Figure 9, we observed that material power loss for
higher-ordermodes is considerable.This leads us to conclude
that the ports located in the middle of EBGs in the test setup
do not couple enough energy to these hidden higher-order
modes. Also, the coupled energy to these higher-ordermodes
dissipates inside the structures. Hence, these higher-order
modes are evanescent in the wide suppression band.

Another important consideration to keep in mind is that
the dispersion diagram presents the modes that can possibly
exist in the structure. However, the dispersion diagram does
not necessarily mean that a source in the structures excites all
of these modes. In our case study, the ports were positioned
in the middle of an EBG cell, which should not be expected
to excite all possible modes in the dispersion diagram. To
confirm the effect of EBG arrangements around the ports
on the modes propagation, we studied other test setups
where the two ports were positioned off the middle of EBG
unit cells (contrary to setup shown in Figure 4) [19]. It was
observed that the sets of modes detected in the 𝑆-parameters
depend on the port positions. The results of this study are
not included here for brevity but a summary is as follows. It
is possible to optimize the location of EBG patterns around
the ports to achieve a suppression band which is much
wider than a bandgap. In fact, the effective suppression band
can be sufficiently wide and within this band evanescent
higher-order modes and nonexcited modes can be present.
This explains the results presented above where the effective
suppression band is very wide and is different from the
bandgap and propagating mode charts extracted via the
dispersion diagram.

In the lossy-open two-port parallel-plane system, the
radiation power loss is quantified by the value of 1 −|𝑆

11
|
2

−

|𝑆
21
|
2

− 𝑃LM. The radiation power losses calculated for the
EBG patterned planes and its corresponding reference case
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Figure 8: Material power loss density per volume inside the EBG-patterned parallel-plane setup: (a) at 2GHz, (b) at 3.5 GHz, and (c) at
4.5 GHz.
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are plotted in Figure 10. These results, which are comprised
of radiation loss data and numerical errors, confirm that
the power lost through radiation is very small. Basically,
the tolerance error is less than 2% in the entire frequency
band except at far most edge around 14GHz where the error
of numerical data may reach 4%. The power loss is always
a positive value. The negative values in the graph present
the numerical errors which are inevitable in numerical
simulations. The radiation power loss data corresponds to
radiated real power from structures presented in Figure 7.

The radiation gains perpendicular to the board planes (at
𝜃 = 0, 𝜑 = 0) for the EBG setup and the reference setup are
shown in Figure 11.The peak gains (which are not necessarily
in the perpendicular direction to planes) for these setups are
presented in Figure 12. The results in Figure 12 again confirm
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material loss 𝑃LM is presented in Figure 9.

that the radiation when using the EBG patterned plane in
the suppression band compared to the radiation when using
the traditional solid planes is mostly decreased in the entire
frequency band.

It is important for EMI/EMC engineers who are inter-
ested in the functionality and signal integrity aspects of EBG
design to consider that an effective suppression band between
two ports is not necessarily equivalent to a bandgap. If there
is any unexcited mode or evanescent mode in a suppression
band then in the package setup, there is a likelihood that
such mode may be excited through other interconnects and
transmission lines (i.e., not the ports that mimic the behavior
of the switching current between ground planes) that can
couple energy to EBG designs.
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4. Reactive Power: A Source of EMI

In previous sections, it was shown that, for the EBG power
plane under study, the power loss for both propagating
and evanescent modes was mostly due to material losses
in the structures (dielectric loss). The radiated power was
observed to be small. Hence, the fields carrying this power
are not expected to be major source of EMI. In EMI/EMC
applications where the victim is located outside the near-field
zone of the radiator, the reactive power is of little concern.
In packages, interconnects are easily exposed to the near field
of a radiating source. Therefore, the interfering fields can be
detrimental to the functionality of the system.

The total reactive power stored inside the structures are
calculated by [18]

𝑃 =
𝜔

2
∫
𝑉

(𝜇


�⃗�


2

− 𝜀


�⃗�


2

) 𝑑V. (2)

The first term in the integrand defines the magnetic power
density and the second term defines the electric power
density. If the result of integral at the frequency of interest
is positive, the stored magnetic power is greater than stored
electric power and vice versa.

In the EBG-patterned parallel-plate setup, both prop-
agating and evanescent modes create reactive power. For
propagating modes, the reactive power is stored throughout
the entire structures. For an evanescent mode, the field is
mainly localized around the active port. The field inside the
setup decays with distance. As a result, the reactive power
of evanescent mode is densely stored close to the active
port.This is demonstrated by the reactive power distributions
shown in Figures 13(a)–13(c). These figures, respectively,
present the net reactive power densities stored in the setup
for 2GHz, where the mode propagates, for 3.5 GHz, where
the mode is evanescent, and for 4.5 GHz, where the higher-
order mode is evanescent. The dark red color in the color
scale map represents the largest density value of net reactive
positive power which is magnetic in nature. Similarly, the
dark blue color corresponds to largest density value of net
reactive negative power which is electric in nature.The green
color at themiddle ofmap corresponds to approximately zero
where the magnetic power and electric power are practically
equal.

From the opening of EBG structures, the reactive power
partially radiates to the surrounding environment. Hence,
near-fields carrying both real and reactive powers exist close
to the EBG structures. The reactive power decays very fast
and the fields delivering only real power reach the far zone.
The near-fields similar to far-fields can couple energy to any
components located in their interference zone. This coupling
is based on both real and reactive power. Figure 14 shows
four different lines located very close to the EBG-patterned
parallel-plane setup. These lines, which are labeled as Line
1, Line 2, Line 3, and Line 4, are used to assess the fields
created by the radiated power from the setup. The fields are
numerically computed via full-wave solver at these lines.

Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the plots of the𝐸-fields along
Line 1, for 1.5 GHz, 2GHz, 2.5 GHz, 2.9GHz, 3.5 GHz, and
4.5GHz (the fields are divided to two sets for readability).
For all these frequencies, Line 1 is in the near-field zone of
the radiating setup. The approximate boundary of the near
field is defined by𝑅

1
= 0.62√𝐷3/𝜆 [20] and the approximate

boundary of the far field is defined by 𝑅
2
= 2𝐷

2

/𝜆 [20]. 𝐷
is the largest dimension of EBG-board which is the distance
represented by its diagonal line (𝐷 = 13.32mm). 𝜆 is the
wavelength in the surrounding environment which in our
case is free space. For example, at 3.5 GHz, 𝑅

1
= 3.26mm and

𝑅
2
= 4.14mm. The active port is Port 2 and Port 1 acts as a

receiver.
The local peaks in the field diagrams show that the fields

are stronger at the openings of the EBG patterns and the
board edges. The locations of openings and ports along the
lines in the normalized scale are labeled in Figure 15(a). The
strengths of the fields along the lines and the level of radiated
powers change with frequency. The maximum peak of the
field is not always close to the active port. At a frequency
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Figure 13: Reactive power density per volume stored inside the EBG-patterned parallel-plane setup: (a) at 2GHz, (b) at 3.5 GHz, and (c) at
4.5 GHz. The color scale map shows the positive and negative range of power.

Assessing line
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Figure 14: (a) Top view and (b) the side view of the EBG-patterned parallel planes and four assessing lines used to compute fields in the near
zone. The dimensions are labeled in the figures. The distances along the assessing lines are shown in metric system and normalized form.
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Figure 15: (a) and (b) Total 𝐸-fields along the assessing Line 1 at different frequencies. Line 1 shown in Figure 14 is distant from the EBG-
patterned parallel planes by 0.2mm. In the normalized scale, Label 1 shows the left edge opening, label 8 shows the right edge opening, and
labels 2–7 show the 1st to 6th meandered-pattern openings, respectively. Labels 9 and 10 show the locations of Port 1 and Port 2, respectively.

corresponding to a propagating mode (inside the board)
such as 1.5 GHz, 2GHz, and 2.5GHz, power radiates from
all the openings of board. For a frequency that lies in the
suppression band, which includes bandgaps and frequency
regions corresponding to evanescent higher-order modes,
such as 2.9GHz, 3.5 GHz, and 4.5GHz, the fields and power
are only localized around the active port inside the board.
Therefore, the power mainly radiates out from the openings
of board which are very close to the active port. Hence, the
𝐸-fields at Line 1 are higher close to the active port and they
decay very fast with distance.

Figure 16 shows the 𝐸-fields at 2GHz along Line 1, Line
2, Line 3, and Line 4. For this frequency, all lines fall
in the near-field zone of the EBG-patterned board. The
2GHz corresponds to a mode that propagates within the
board; therefore, the radiated fields are detected all along the
observation lines (Line 1 to Line 4). The fields are strongest
close to the EBGs; however, they dramatically decay with
distance.This confirms that the strong fields aremainly based
on the reactive radiated powers. The fields reaching to the far
zone are only delivering real power which in our case is very
small.

These results clearly show that, in any package, the
layers adjacent to the EBG patterns are exposed to strong
emissions. Strong fields with reactive power can couple
energy to adjacent components or interconnects. Therefore,
these radiations can be an important source of EMI.

5. Conclusion

Planar EBG patterning of the package or board layer reduces
unwanted waves propagating through these structures in the
effective suppression band, thus, significantly minimizing
the potential for switching noise. The suppression band
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Figure 16: Total 𝐸-fields in near-field zone along four different
assessing lines. The lines are shown in Figure 14.

which is derived from the transfer of energy between two
locations within the board does not necessarily correspond
to the bandgap obtained from the dispersion diagram. In
fact, through the example considered in this study, the
suppression band of EBG structures could possibly include
several bandgaps as well as evanescent higher-order modes.

Planar EBGs in their suppression band are generally
effective in suppressing the total power-loss peaks compared
to the case when the planes are solid. Over the bandgap
regions, the total power loss is negligible. However, there are
significant total power losses corresponding to evanescent
higher-order modes. Outside the effective suppression band,
corresponding to propagating mode frequency regions, the
total power losses are also substantial. For the planar EBGs
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based on high-kmaterials, considerable amount of power loss
takes place within the host medium. Very small portion of
real power radiates to the neighboring environment. As a
result, these EBG structures are highly effective for reducing
switching noise and any consequential EMI. The radiated
reactive powers at the near field zone of EBG structures,
however, can be strong within and outside of the suppression
band. The EMI through these fields can be very destructive
if the frequencies of these fields happen to fall within clock
frequencies and subsequent harmonics.

The near-fields are stronger close to the openings in
EBG patterns and at the edges of the board or package. The
strengths of these fields vary as functions of frequency and
location. Also, the near-fields are detectable over the entire
frequency range, including propagating- and evanescent-
mode frequency regions. Over the frequency range where
modes can propagate, the fields exist along the structures
and they decay fast with distance. For frequencies where the
modes are evanescent, the fields are strongest close to the
active port and decay very fast with distance. Hence, if the
EBG patterning of a package results in an optimally wide
effective suppression band where several higher-order modes
are evanescent, then the total near-field emissions can be
reduced significantly.
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